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Abstract

This work reports the design of a light concentrator intended to be used to cast uniform lighting over a pho-
tobioreactor. Household aluminum foils was chosen as reflective material to build the concentrator. This choice
raised the question of which side to use. Thus measurements of household aluminum foil reflectivity spectra on
both bright and matte sides were undergone. These measurements were done using an integrating sphere, over a
250 - 2500 nm range. Diffuse and total reflectivities were acquired, for two samples each time. The obtained results
are very repeatable and in good agreement with literature on rolled aluminum sheets, for the bright side at least,
as matte side data were not found. Specular reflectivity is higher for the bright side while diffuse reflectivity is
higher for the matte one. Furthermore, both sides of the foil have the same total reflectivity, around 86 % in the
visible range of the spectrum, 97 % in the near infrared. Our measurements are readability usable and available
as supplementary materials. Finally, we applied these findings to the in silico design of lab scale light concentrator
illuminating a new photobioreactor. A modified version of the raytracing software Soltrace was used to determine
which of the two sides of our household aluminum foil was be best suited for our application.
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1. Introduction

Household aluminum foil has a wide range of applications in engineers and researchers day to day lives, from a

means of protecting the food for lunch, to an handy way to shade photosensible samples from light. Indeed, these

foils are mechanically robust, water-proof, light weight, long lasting and affordable.

Our interest in this material emerged from our project to develop a new photobioreactor to study the impact of5

lighting conditions on microalgae growth. To do so, we designed a flat panel photobioreactor (1; 2; 3) with the aim

of providing an homogeneous light field to the culture. In order to achieve such conditions, the reactor has to be

very thin (width×length×thickness 5×12×0.6 cm3) and the incident light field should be uniform. The light source

should also be flexible in terms of power and light / dark cycles. Hence, we choose a dimmable LEDs panel as light

source.10

There are two ways of obtaining an uniform light field on the surface of the reactor:

• place the LEDs panel in contact with the reactor. It would be very simple and yield a high luminous flux on

the reactor surface. Sadly, it would lead to an overheating of the photobioreactor and the loss of the culture
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• place the LEDs panel further away from the reactor and use a light concentrator.

The second option was chosen. The foreseen design is pictured in Figure 8. The LEDs panel would be placed15

at one end of a rectangular shaped concentrator, while the photobioreactor would be at the other end. The inner

faces of the concentrator would be coated with aluminum foil as it is unexpensive and highly reflective. Yet this

choice raised the question of which side of the foil would be best suited. To addressed this question, we first started

by an extensive literature survey. Among the studies openly reporting the use of household aluminum foil, mostly

as light reflector, one can note its employment to:20

• increase photosynthetically active radiation on growing plants (4), improving the production of fruits per

plant by 48 %, seeds weight by 57 %, total biomass by 50 %,

• enhance bacteria removal in low-tech, low-cost, water purifier (5), lowering the disinfection time by 46 %,

• to inexpensively reflect more solar radiation onto a photovoltaic module (6)(7), boosting its production by 14

%, bluid a concentrated solar power thermal system (8) or a solar cooker (9)25

• to protect heat sensor from unwanted radiation (10).

Yet their use remains under reported in the literature.

From a manufacturing perspective, aluminum foils are defined as aluminum sheets with a thickness below 200

µm. Usually household foils is 16 µm thick, up to 24 µm for heavy duty. Industrially such low thicknesses are

achieved by successively rolling foils between twin rolls mills (11). During the latest rolling stages, in order to30

prevent the foils from shredding, two foils are rolled together. As a result household aluminum has two sides: a

bright mirror-like one (in contact with the rolls) and a matte one (in contact with the other foil).

Sadly after this survey, we found that no scientific article dealing with this question. Only that out of common

knowledge (12), it is admitted that both sides would have the same reflectivity, even though an obvious difference

exists. Furthermore, the few authors admitting using aluminum foil did not precise which side of the foil was used.35

Had they done it, it could have been used as guideline. The lack of published articles dealing with household

aluminum foils reflectivity does not mean that aluminum was not studied as a reflecting material. On the contrary,

given its high reflectivity and low absorptivity (13), it is commonly used to produce mirrors. Two production

techniques exist:

• Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) is the technique yielding the best reflectivity, usually higher than 90 %40

(14)(15)(16). It consists in vaporizing aluminum under a low pressure atmosphere before depositing it as a thin

film on an optically polished surface. As it is an expensive technique, it is reserved to high end applications such

as: internal mirrors for spectrophotometers, lasers, astronomers instruments (15)(14)(17)(18)(19), radiative

heat shields for space applications (16), rust-proof coating (20)(13) and, of course, high quality solar mirrors

(21).45
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• Rolling consists in thinning of an aluminum sheet between twin rolls right after the casting stage. This process

can produce mirror-like surfaces at a much lower cost than PVD. Its products are usually used when one has

to keep costs in mind and mechanical robustness is sought after. To this regard, aluminum has been shown

to be 5.6 to 81 % more efficient than stainless steel, depending on the application (6)(8). Numerous authors

have used and investigated the capabilities of rolled aluminum sheets in the context of solar energy recovery50

(22)(23)(8)(23)(24), or in a more general manufacturing context, such as car shininess (25)(13), wastewater

treatment (26) or even goat milk pasteurization (27). Furthermore the rolls passings are known to leave stripes

on the aluminum foil (11). These stripes tend to orient reflected light and make light reflection non-isotropic

(23)(28)(29). More generally, aluminum sheets reflectivity is affected by the alloy purity (30) and surface

roughness. As a good rule of thumb, the higher the roughness - or number of roll passings - the lower the55

total reflectivity and the higher the diffuse component of this reflectivity (21)(29)(31). Nevertheless, if need

be, aluminum sheets reflectivity can be improved by chemical etching or electrochemical polishing (25)(14).

All those studies give valid points of comparison for new results. Furthermore, mirrors manufacturers data

should not be disregarded. They have been reviewed by Harisson (16).60

In the absence of literature dealing with the optical properties of household aluminum foils, we decided to

undertake optical characterization of this material. To do so, both bright and matte sides of a commercially

available aluminum foil were analyzed using an integrating sphere, yielding specular, diffuse and total reflectivity

of the material. Those measurements are reported in this article and available as additionnal materials. Going

one step further, Soltrace (32), an open source raytracing software was used to, in silico, design our lab scale light65

concentrator and decide which side of the foil would we use.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Aluminum foil sample

Two 2×2 cm2 samples were cut from a roll coming from a general public supermarket. The foil thickness was

measured to be 12.5 ± 2.5 µm. SEM observations were carried out to qualitatively analyze the foil surfaces (Fig.70

1). On one hand, the bright side exhibits parallel, evenly spread, stripes. On the other hand, the matte side does

not show such stripe but is somewhat more hilly. These observations are in agreement literature, the stripes being

the marks left by the twin roll mills. Furthermore, some small debris, appearing in white in the pictures, can be

found on the surface. They are aluminum fines that are trapped and latter deposited by the mills (11).

There was no reference regarding the aluminum alloy used to produce this foil. Hence, energy-dispersive X-ray75

spectroscopy was used to determine the foil composition. The associated spectrum is reported in Figure 2. From

this measurement, the alloy composition was determined, with an uncertainty of ± 1 %. The main component is
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aluminum (93.84 %) followed by oxygen (4.14 %), calcium (1.20 %) and iron (0.82 %). While calcium presence

cannot be explained, iron gives a serious hint toward a Al 8xxx alloy. These series of alloy are usually associated

with higher strength, better formability, and improved stiffness, which is coherent with its use to produce foils.80

Oxygen presence can be explained by the fact that during the foil production stage, a thin layer of aluminum oxide

is formed within the first minutes of contact with oxygen (15). This layer thickness depends on contact duration,

atmosphere pressure and composition. It ranges from 1 or 2 nm, for low pressure deposition techniques (17), up to

9 nm, for aluminum left exposed to the atmosphere for days until the oxide layer growth becomes diffusion limited

(13)(25). In our case, it is safe to assume that the samples were coated with a layer of about 9 nm of aluminum85

oxide.

In order to characterize the samples further, roughness measurements were carried out using STIL Microtopo-

graph CHR 150-N (z precision 10 nm). Figure 3 reports both bright and matte sides roughness maps (scene 50x50

µm2, spatial resolution 0.2 µm). Bright side measurements confirm the presence of parallel stripes, while the matte

side features randomly uphill and downhill alternation. Furthermore, the bright side exhibits a lower roughness90

(Ra = 0.200 ± 0.01 µm) than the matte one (Ra = 0.459 ± 0.06 µm).

Finally, during our anyalysis, the samples were manipulated with gloves, degreased on both sides using ethanol

and stored in an air-tight container to prevent dust deposit or accidental deterioration (14)(23).

2.2. Reflectivity measurements

The specular and total reflectivity measurements were done using a Cary 5000 (Agilent, deuterium arc lamp95

for UV, quartz tungsten-halogen lamp for VIS-IR, with PMT detector for UV-VIS and cooled PbS for NIR)

spectrophotometer mounted the DRA2500 integrating sphere (diameter 110 mm, coating Spectralon SRS-99). They

cover a range from 250 to 2500 nm. This measurement method was already sucessfully used by several other authors

(21)(23)(22)(29)(33).

Figure 4 (a) presents the sphere mounting allowing for diffuse reflectivity measurement. The sample is exposed,100

through an aperture in the sphere, to a normal incident beam. The specular component of the reflection is sent

back through the aperture while the diffuse component is successively reflected until it reaches the detectors. In

our case, we used a reduced aperture with a surface of 9.08×5.10 mm2, corresponding to ± 2.4◦ azimuth and ±

1.3◦ elevation, or about 0.004 sr. Specular, or more precisely near specular, reflection is commonly considered to

be comprised within 0.01 sr (23).105

Total reflectivity measurement is pictured on Figure 5 (b). It this configuration, the sample is tilted with a 3◦20

min angle so that the specular component of the sample reflection is directed toward the sphere internal coating.

Hence, both specular and diffuse components of the reflected light are recorded by the detectors.

Measurements were repeated on both sides of the two samples at two different points on each side.
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3. Results110

Diffuse reflectivity of both bright and matte sides are reported in Figure 4. The first point to note is that

measurements repeatability is very good, with some noise for wavelengths higher than 2000 nm. The second point

is that bright and matte sides do not have the same diffuse reflectivity. Bright side reflectivity is roughly around 40

%, while matte one is about 75 %. Nevertheless the general trend of the measurements is the same for both sides:

the diffuse reflectivity decreases with increasing wavelength with a downhill around 900 nm.115

Matte side reflectivities have never been reported in literature. Hence, only bright side results can be compared

to measurements made on aluminum deposits or thick rolled aluminum sheets. Furthermore, only few authors

reports diffuse reflectivity value. In the case of rolled aluminum, Rönnelid reported a value around 30 %, with the

same downward trend as our measurements (23). While, in the case of PVD produced mirrors, diffuse reflectivity

can be very low, from less than 10 % down to barely measurable (21).120

Figure 6 reports total reflectivity measurements. Once again the repeatability is very good. The trends are the

same for both sides. A first plateau in the visible spectrum (around 86 % for the bright side, and 88 % for the

matte one), then a downhill around 900 nm bouncing back to values higher than 95 %, followed by a somewhat

upward linear trend after 1200 nm. All in all, bright and matte sides of an household aluminum foil have the same

total reflectivity spectra. The matte one being, by a small amount - about 2 % -, more reflective than its bright125

counterpart.

Several total reflectivity spectra, or integrated values, have been reported in literature. Investigations dealing

with rolled aluminum report value around between 76.6 and 93.3 % in the visible range (29)(30)(33), and values

higher than 90 % in the infrared region (13)(22)(23). Furthemore, their spectra exhibit the same trends as ours

(23)(13)(22). For PVD deposited aluminum, the results are mixed. Rincon-Llorente reported results similar to those130

obtained with rolled sheets, both values and trends (21), while Adelkhani obtained a flat reflectivity spectrum with

values higher than 92 % between 300 and 1500 nm (14). The discrepancies may arise from the different polishing

/ rectification techniques used during the latest stages of the mirrors production.

Using diffuse and total reflectivity measurements, it is possible to compute the specular component of the

reflection. It is presented in Figure 7. Both bright and matte side reflectivities increase almost linearly through the135

measurement range. Bright side specular reflectivity being much higher than its matte counterpart.

Measured values for the bright side are in agreement with other authors findings on rolled aluminum. This is

not surprising, as it is a direct consequence of the agreement of diffuse and total reflectivities. A difference can be

noted, once again, with PVD produced mirrors. Those mirrors have been reported to have a specular reflectivity

higher than 90 % (15)(30). Again, it is tied to the almost zero diffuse component of their reflection. Going one step140

further, through theoretical development, Xiao He has explained the increasing trend of the specular reflectivity

with wavelength (34). Our findings are in agreement with his considerations.

In order to provide readily usable values, several integrals of the reflectivities are available in Table 1. One should
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keep in mind that these values are rough estimates as they do not take into account the light source spectrum. The

flat profiles of the total reflectivities may make the proposed value of help, the others should be used with caution.145

In the view of literature dealing with the reflectivity of aluminum, the angular distribution of the reflected

rays has to be discussed. This point has not been dealt with in our work, luckily, other authors have provided

valuable insight on this matter. While anodized aluminum has been shown to have a Gaussian isotropic diffuse

scattering comprised between ± 5◦ (22), the stripes left by the twin roll mills tend to orient reflected light (23)(29).

Regardless of the orientation of the incident light - perpendicular or parallel to the stripes - diffuse reflected radiation150

is distributed on a Gaussian curve (23). This distribution being sharper in the case of the parallel orientation (±

8◦) than in the case of the perpendicular one (± 16◦).

Furthermore, the dependence of reflectivity on the incidence angle has also been addressed. Authors agree on

the fact that the total reflectivity does vary much with incident angles between 0 and 78◦ (23)(35), while diffuse

component increases to some extend. Yet results on this topic remain scarce.155

4. Application to the lab scale light concentrator

The foreseen design is pictured in Figure 8 (top). The LEDs panel would be placed at one end of a rectangular

shaped concentrator, while the photobioreactor would be at the other end, 9 cm away from the outlet. Due to

geometrical constraints, the concentrator could be 70 cm long while 22.5 cm high and 13 cm wide at maximum. We

chose to work with the maximal dimensions. Indeed the longer the concentrator, the higher the reflected amount160

of LEDs emitted light. Furthermore, a wide cross sectional area would increase the chance to have a large enough

uniform area at the center of the lighted zone into which the photobioreactor is to be placed.

The inner faces of the concentrator are to be coated with aluminum foil, inducing the question of which side of

the foil would be best suited. To deal with this question using our measurements, we downloaded Soltrace open

source raytracing software, developed by the NREL (32). Soltrace is a C++ coded tool combining a raytracing core165

and a GUI. It is originally intended to help designing concentrated solar power systems. As it is open source, we have

been able to modify it so that a LEDs panel could be modeled as light source, taking into account LEDs number

and positions, as well as emitted light angular distribution (from product datasheet OSRAM GW JDSRS1.EC).

Soltrace also offers the possibility to take into account reflectivity dependence on incidence angle as well as slope

error and diffuse reflection. The latter is modelled as Gaussian distributed (36) which is particularly well-suited in170

the case of aluminum foil. Figure 9 pictured how reflection is computed taking into account the diffuse component.

When reflected, the new direction of the ray is randomly drawn from the Gaussian distribution centered around

the specular direction, the key parameter being the variance of distribution.

Finally, benchmarks have shown that its computing capabilities allow it to compete even with commercial codes

(37).175
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5. In silico analysis

The foreseen setup was reproduced into our modified version of Soltrace. A 3D view of the setup and some

computed rays is proposed in Figure 8 (bottom). The yellow dotted part is the LEDs panel, the gray rectangles

are the concentrator side and the green rectangle is the area into which the photobiorector has to be positioned.

This configuration has been simulated using alternatively bright and matte side of the aluminum foil as internal180

coating of the concentrator. For each side of the foil, the measurements obtained from the integrating sphere were

implemented into Soltrace. Given the fact that photosynthesis is only triggered by 400 to 800 nm radiation, the

spectra were integrated over this range only before being incorporated into the code. Those values were used to

derive the variance of the Gaussian distribution describing the reflection. To do so, an optimization procedure

was used to determine a value that would only leave the specular component of the reflection to escape from our185

integrating sphere (diameter 110 mm, opening angle 0.004 sr, Sec. 2.2). Finally, reflectivity dependence on incidence

angle was not taken into account, as we had no data that could be used to describe it.

In order to compute the lighting over the photobioreactor available area, rays were emitted from the LEDs

panel and traced until they reached the targeted zone or escaped the numerical scene. Soltrace uses a Monte Carlo

method, i.e. a stochastic approach, meaning that for for every hit a random value is drawn (between 0 and 1). If190

this value is higher than the reflectivity, the ray is absorbed, and the tracing stops, otherwise the ray is reflected

ant the tracing carries on. The same random procedure is used to determine initial ray direction, yet in this case

the random draw is taken out of the light source angular distribution. As a result a large number of rays have to be

traced in order to achieve results convergence. Here, 352 millions hits on the targeted area were required to achieve

light map convergence in both configurations.195

Relative incident light intensities are plotted in Figure 10. This type of plot allows to visualize spatial uniformity

of the incident light field. Here, in both cases, an uniform area exists at the center of the foreseen position. This

zone is large enough to host our photobioreactor so that it would not be subjected to a core to edge difference

higher than 10 % of the averaged incident light intensity.

Hence, another criterion was needed to decide which side of the aluminum foil should be used. Here, the200

absolute amount of power delivered by the lighting system on the photobioreactor surface was chosen. The bright

side delivers 2 % more power than the matte side. Indeed, despite its higher one hit reflectivity, the use of the matte

side induces a higher total number of reflection because of its propensity to diffuse scattering. Thus the matte side

delivers a lower power onto the photobioreactor.

As a results of this work, we used the bright side of the aluminum foil to build the concentrator. Once finished,205

in order to validate the predicted incident light map, we used a biology oriented photometer (LICOR LI-250A) to

acquire the incident light map on the available area. These measurements and the reproduced map are available in

Figure 10 (c). From a qualitative point of view, one can see that the light field predicted by our modified version

of Soltrace, fed with our spectra, is in very good agreement with the measurements. From a quantitative point
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of view, our light concentrator delivers an average light density of 512 ± 25 µmolPhoton/m2/s over the culture210

volume. The variation is dimmed to be sufficiently low to allow to consider the lighting as uniform. Furthermore,

the maximal intensity is high enough to induce, if desired, light stress.

6. Conclusion

This work reports measurements of household aluminum foil reflectivity spectra on both bright and matte

sides. These measurements were done using an integrating sphere, over a 250 - 2500 nm range. Diffuse and total215

reflectivities were acquired, for two samples each time. The obtained results are very repeatable and in good

agreement with literature on rolled aluminum sheets, for the bright side at least, as matte side data were not found.

This work revealed that, behind the closeness of the total reflectivities of both sides, an important difference

exists. Specular reflectivity is higher for the bright side while diffuse reflectivity is higher for the matte one. Our

measurements are readability usable and available as supplementary materials.220

Finally, we applied these findings to the in silico design of lab scale light concentrator illuminating a new

photobioreactor. A modified version of the raytracing software Soltrace was used to determine which of the two

sides of our household aluminum foil was best suited for our application. Interestingly, even though bright side

has the lowest total reflectivity, it turned out to be better suited than the matte one. The explanation lies in the

number of additional reflections induced by the matte side higher diffuse reflectivity.225
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Matte side (%) Bright side (%)
Specular Diffuse Total Specular Diffuse Total

Visible: 390 – 700 nm 9.7 77.9 87.6 38.4 47.9 86.3
PAR: 400 – 800 nm 10.2 76.9 87.1 39.3 46.7 86.0
NIR: 750 – 2500 nm 23.0 75.4 98.4 57.0 39.3 96.2
Whole range: 250 – 2500 nm 19.8 76.2 96.1 52.5 41.5 94.0

Table 1: Averaged reflectivities over different spectral ranges. PAR: Photosynthetically Active Radiation, NIR: Near InfraRed
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: SEM observation, magnification x1600. (a) bright side, (b) matte side
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Figure 2: Bright side energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy spectrum: Al 93.84 %, O 4.14 %, Ca 1.20 %, Fe 0.82 %
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Figure 3: Roughness map (x, y resolution 0.2 µm, z precision 10 nm). (a) bright side, (b) matte side
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Figure 4: Integrating sphere working principle. (a) diffuse reflectivity measurement, sample tilted at 3◦20 min (b) total reflectivity
measurement. (1) incident ray, (2) sample, (3) specular reflected ray, (4) diffuse reflected ray, (5) reflection of the diffuse radiation, (6)
detector, (7) baffle to prevent first reflection direct hit on the detector
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Figure 5: Aluminum foil diffuse reflectivity, at two different points on each side. Black: bright side, gray: matte side
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Figure 6: Aluminum foil total reflectivity, at two different points on each side. Black: bright side, gray: matte side
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Figure 7: Aluminum foil specular reflectivity, at two different points on each side. Black: bright side, gray: matte side
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Figure 8: Top - Scheme of the photobioreactor and its lighting system. (1) LEDs panel; (2) aluminum coated concentrator; (3) flat
panel photobioreactor. Bottom - Numerical scene with some traced rays. Yellow: LEDs panel, gray: aluminum reflectors (bright side),
green: rectangle into which the photobiorector has to be positioned

1
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Figure 9: Soltrace raytracing procedure illustration. (1) incident ray, (2) foil surface, with roughness inducing diffuse reflection (3)
specular reflection direction, (4) Gaussian distribution used to model reflection (spread overestimated for illustrating purposes)
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10: (a & b) Predicted relative intensity map over the area available to position the photobioreactor. (a) light reflected by the
bright side. (b) light reflected by the matte side. Map resolution: 5 mm x 5 mm, 352 millions rays for each. (c) Measured relative
intensity map over the reactor, light reflected by the bright side. Black dot: measurement positions. Colormap reconstituted via
Delaunay triangulation
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